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Abstract. Large Language Models (LLMs) face limitations in logical reasoning,
which restrict their applicability in critical domains such as law. Current evaluation
methods often lead to inaccurate assessments of LLMs’ capabilities due to their
simplicity. This paper presents a refined evaluation method for assessing LLMs’
capability to answer legal questions by eliminating the possibility of obtaining cor-
rect responses by chance. Furthermore, we introduce the LogiLaw dataset, which
aims to enhance the models’ logical reasoning capacities in general and legal rea-
soning specifically. By leveraging the refined evaluation technique, the LogiLaw
dataset, and the proposed Reinforcement Learning from Logical Feedback (RLLF)
approach, our work aims to open new avenues for research to bolster LLMs’ per-
formance in law and other logic-intensive disciplines while addressing the short-
comings of conventional evaluation approaches.
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1. Introduction

The legal domain presents a unique set of challenges for artificial intelligence (AI) ap-
plications, as it demands high-quality reasoning capabilities, the ability to interpret com-
plex language structures, and accurate decision-making based on legal precedence and
context. While the advancement of deep learning techniques has led to the development
of sophisticated language models, their current inability to exhibit reliable and consistent
logical reasoning limits their applicability for critical functions such as legal advice and
case analysis.

Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-3 [1] and GPT-4 [2] excel in various lan-
guage tasks, often providing promising results for areas such as natural language under-
standing and generation, translation, and question answering. However, their utility in the
legal domain is hindered by their weakness in processing complex logic and reasoning
requirements.

Conventional AI evaluation approaches are typically simplistic in nature, rendering
the assessments of these models’ capabilities inaccurate. This issue highlights the need
for improved evaluation methods that accurately gauge the logical reasoning ability of
LLMs configured for operations in the legal domain.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced evaluation method and introduce the Logi-
Law dataset to tackle the challenge of measuring and improving LLMs’ logical reason-
ing capabilities, particularly within the legal domain. Our improved evaluation protocol
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aims to eliminate the possibility of LLMs obtaining correct responses by chance, thereby
painting a more accurate picture of their true reasoning skills. The LogiLaw dataset is
designed to support reinforcement learning to bolster the logical reasoning performance
of LLMs when dealing with legal texts and queries.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a refined evaluation method that requires LLMs to generate Prolog
code to answer legal questions, followed by a Prolog engine verification process
that ensures the models rely on accurate reasoning pathways instead of superficial
patterns or luck.

• We introduce the LogiLaw dataset, which captures the generated Prolog code and
its verification results to aid in enhancing the logical reasoning abilities of LLMs
through reinforcement learning.

• We present the Reinforcement Learning from Logical Feedback (RLLF) approach
as a novel method to improve LLMs’ logical reasoning performance by leverag-
ing the LogiLaw dataset and focusing on logical feedback rather than relying on
subjective human feedback.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 and 3 discuss the
background, related work, and our improved evaluation method. Sections 4 and 5 present
the LogiLaw dataset, the RLLF approach, and experimental results. Lastly, Sections 6
and 7 explore future research directions and conclude the paper.

2. Background and Related Work

The use of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning in the legal field has attracted
significant attention in recent years, resulting in the development of numerous state-of-
the-art models capable of performing various legal text processing tasks, such as contract
analysis and case law retrieval [3,4,5,6]. Deep learning models, which offer automated
feature extraction, have been utilized not only in similarity matching tasks but also in
other semantic matching tasks such as question answering [7,8], machine reading com-
prehension [9,10], image retrieval [11], and entity matching [12,13]. Thus, these mod-
els have proven valuable in the legal domain, where accurate information retrieval and
abductive reasoning skills are essential.

Legal retrieval tasks involve identifying relevant legal regulations based on given
queries and are fundamental components of intelligent legal counsel systems [3,4,5,6].
Moreover, deep learning and transfer learning methods have successfully addressed the
limited data challenges commonly encountered in legal retrieval tasks, leading to the
development of various effective approaches [7,14,15,16,17]. Retrieval tasks form the
foundation of many legal text processing tasks, such as contract analysis and case law re-
trieval, which require making inferences and educated guesses about what information is
likely to be relevant based on the query and available data. These tasks also align closely
with abductive reasoning, aiming to explain observations and arrive at conclusions based
on limited information.

The introduction of transformer-based models, such as BERT-PLI [14], Legal BERT
[18], BERTLaw [19], and ParaLaw Nets [20], have greatly impacted the performance
of legal text processing tasks, including legal document classification, legal text sum-
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marization, and legal question answering. These models excel at capturing complex re-
lationships and dependencies in legal texts, demonstrating strong performance across a
wide range of tasks.

GPT models, such as GPT-2 [21], GPT-3 [1], GPT-3.5 (ChatGPT) [22], and GPT-4
[2], have also contributed to the evolution of automated language understanding, per-
forming remarkably well on tasks like translation and question answering. However,
challenges related to optimizing for user satisfaction and ensuring logical consistency
remain, as user satisfaction and logical consistency do not always align. Consequently,
reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) might exhibit limitations in im-
proving model alignment with user intent, necessitating the exploration of alternative
approaches to tackle semantic challenges and scale learning techniques.

In summary, AI and machine learning have demonstrated great potential in the field
of legal text processing. Deep learning models like transformers and GPT models have
achieved remarkable performance across various tasks. However, challenges in optimiz-
ing for user satisfaction, logical consistency, and limited data availability necessitate
more advanced techniques for enhancing legal text processing capabilities, such as im-
proved evaluation methods and datasets designed for logical reasoning, as proposed in
this work.

Two recent papers [23,24] further highlight the challenges faced by GPT models in
logical reasoning tasks. In one study, various GPT models were tested on the xNot360
dataset [23] to assess their negation detection abilities, and it was found that the mod-
els exhibited significant inconsistencies in handling negations, ranging from a high-
performing GPT-4 model to the relatively poorer-performing GPT-3.5. This result under-
scores the need for further refinement in handling negation within the GPT models.

Another study [24] focused on assessing the abductive reasoning capability of state-
of-the-art legal reasoning models. It was observed that pre-trained legal models were not
necessarily more effective than the original BERT Base model on abductive reasoning,
concluding that the performance of these models indicates that abductive reasoning re-
mains a challenging problem. This finding serves as a motivation for our work on devel-
oping improved evaluation methods and the LogiLaw dataset to address these limitations
in logical reasoning capabilities.

3. Improved Method for Evaluation of Reasoning

Conventional evaluation methods for Large Language Models (LLMs) often focus on
simplistic assessments, such as binary classification tasks. While these methods provide a
general understanding of a model’s performance, they also have limitations in accurately
evaluating the model’s reasoning capabilities. This is particularly critical when dealing
with complex domains like law, where logical reasoning is essential. The enhanced eval-
uation method proposed in this paper aims to address these limitations by ensuring a
more accurate assessment of the LLMs’ logical reasoning capacities.

3.1. Shortcomings of Traditional Binary Classification Evaluation

Binary classification evaluation requires the model to output a simple “Yes” or “No” re-
sponse to a given question. Although this approach can provide a general sense of the
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Figure 1. Improved Evaluation Method for LLMs involving the generation of Prolog code and verification
using an independent Prolog engine

model’s competence, it may not accurately represent the depth of its reasoning abilities.
Consequently, models that obtain correct responses by chance or by exploiting superfi-
cial patterns in the data, rather than genuinely understanding the underlying logic, can
achieve deceptively high performance scores. These shortcomings make it difficult to ac-
curately evaluate the true logical reasoning abilities of LLMs, particularly in the context
of the legal domain.

3.2. Requiring the Model to Generate Prolog Code

To overcome the limitations of binary classification evaluation, our improved method
requires the LLM to generate Prolog logic programming code in response to a given
legal question. Prolog is a powerful and expressive language for representing complex
legal arguments and reasoning, and by compelling the model to provide Prolog code
as its output, we can ensure a more comprehensive assessment of its logical reasoning
capabilities.

This approach has several benefits over binary classification evaluation. First, it al-
lows LLMs to showcase their capacity for understanding and constructing complex log-
ical arguments based on the input data. Second, it eliminates the possibility of models
obtaining correct answers by chance or exploiting superficial patterns, as the generated
Prolog code must be syntactically and semantically valid to represent the correct logical
reasoning.

3.3. Verification of the Generated Code Using an Independent Prolog Engine

After the LLM generates Prolog code in response to a given legal question, we use an
independent Prolog engine to verify the correctness of the generated code. The engine
executes the provided Prolog code and evaluates its output based on the predefined set of
inference rules. If the engine’s output matches the expected output based on the ground
truth, the model is considered to have successfully provided accurate logical reasoning
for the given question.

The use of an independent Prolog engine for verification serves as a vital compo-
nent of our evaluation method, as it ensures that the model output is not only syntacti-
cally valid Prolog code but also provides the correct logical reasoning. Furthermore, this
approach decouples the evaluation from the model itself, ensuring a fair and unbiased
assessment of the LLM’s logical reasoning capabilities.

In Figure 2, we depict the enhanced evaluation method for LLMs, which involves
not only converting the legal question but also the related articles into Prolog code and
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verifying them with an independent Prolog engine. The process includes the following
interconnected components:

1. Legal Question (Q) and Related Articles (Ai): The input consists of a legal
question Q and a set of related articles {A1,A2, . . . ,An}. This combination forms
the starting point of the evaluation process.

2. LLM: The Large Language Model takes the input legal question Q and related
articles {A1,A2, . . . ,An}, and generates the respective Prolog code as output (PQ,
PAi ).

3. Prolog Code: The LLM generates a valid Prolog code representation of the le-
gal question (PQ) and the related articles (PAi ). This Prolog code represents the
LLM’s attempt at capturing accurate logical reasoning.

4. Prolog Engine: The independent Prolog engine verifies the correctness of the
generated Prolog codes (PQ, PAi ). This ensures the LLM’s output demonstrates
accurate logical reasoning and prevents relying on chance or superficial patterns.

5. Reasoning Result: Denoted as R(PQ,PAi), this component shows the evaluation
outcomes of the LLM’s generated Prolog codes, indicating the LLM’s compe-
tency in providing accurate logical reasoning.

6. Gold Evaluation: Represented as G(PQ,PAi), this component compares the Rea-
soning Result R(PQ,PAi) with the ground truth for the given legal question and
related articles, assessing the LLM’s logical reasoning ability as either correct or
incorrect.

Figure 2 visually demonstrates the flow of the evaluation process. The LLM con-
verts the legal question and related articles into Prolog code, which is verified by an
independent Prolog engine, and the LLM’s logical reasoning capabilities are assessed
based on the obtained results. While we demonstrate the use of Prolog as the interme-
diate representation for logical reasoning, alternative choices for both the language and
reasoning architecture can also be employed in the evaluation of LLM’s logical reason-
ing capabilities. For instance, alternative logic programming languages such as Answer
Set Programming (ASP) or functional languages like Haskell can be used to capture
logical reasoning. Additionally, incorporating graph-based reasoning or neural-symbolic
approaches could offer different perspectives on evaluating the LLM’s reasoning skills.
The key objective is to ensure a fair, unbiased, and decoupled evaluation process that
accurately assesses the LLM’s ability to provide precise logical reasoning irrespective
of the choice of language or architecture. The hybrid approach mitigates concerns over
subjectivity, brittleness, and human effort by leveraging the LLM’s strengths in learn-
ing patterns from legal text corpus for automatic conversion to an intermediate logical
representation, which adapts to changing regulations and case law, and by employing an
independent reasoning engine for consistent, objective evaluation of logical reasoning
capabilities.

4. LogiLaw Dataset

The LogiLaw dataset is developed to enhance the logical reasoning abilities of Large
Language Models (LLMs) in the legal domain. By incorporating the generated Prolog
code and corresponding verification results from the independent Prolog engine, this
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dataset serves as a valuable resource for researchers and AI developers aiming to improve
LLMs’ performance in legal reasoning and other logic-intensive disciplines.

4.1. Dataset Purpose and Motivation

We did not find any existing datasets with adequate information for training LLMs in
complex logical reasoning tasks, especially in fields such as law. The LogiLaw dataset
seeks to bridge this gap by providing a comprehensive collection of legal questions,
related articles, Prolog code representing the legal arguments, and the results obtained
from verifying the Prolog code.

By utilizing the LogiLaw dataset, reinforcement learning algorithms can adapt the
models to provide more accurate and reliable logical reasoning in the legal domain and
other critical areas. This is paramount in applications where logical reasoning is essential
for correct decision-making and compliance with established policies and regulations.

4.2. Details of Dataset Creation

The dataset creation process for LogiLaw involves several steps as follows:

1. The COLIEE dataset [3,4], is used as the base dataset. It is a collection of le-
gal questions and related articles, providing a suitable foundation for generating
Prolog code and corresponding verification results.

2. GPT-4 is employed to generate Prolog code from the legal questions and related
articles in the COLIEE dataset. The generated code aims to capture the underly-
ing logical reasoning required to answer the questions accurately.

3. GPT-3.5 is used to remove redundant details from the generated Prolog code.
Although GPT-3.5 performs poorly in complex tasks, it is relatively competent
in executing normalization tasks, making it suitable for this step.

4. The generated Prolog code is executed using a Prolog engine. This engine verifies
the correctness and logical reasoning of the Prolog code by comparing its output
against the ground truth.

5. The dataset combines all this information (i.e., legal questions, related articles,
generated Prolog code, and verification results) to form the comprehensive Logi-
Law dataset. This dataset then serves as a resource for training and evaluating
LLMs in legal reasoning and related tasks.

4.3. Reinforcement Learning from Logical Feedback (RLLF)

The dataset plays a crucial role in the development of the RLLF approach. RLLF mim-
ics the principles of Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) [25,22],
wherein the model receives rewards from human-generated feedback. However, RLLF
focuses on logical feedback rather than human feedback to eliminate biases and promote
accurate logical reasoning.

As illustrated in Figure 2, training a reward model with the LogiLaw dataset enables
the model to receive rewards based on logical feedback from both the Prolog Engine and
the Gold Evaluation instead of human judgments. This approach reduces the influence of
subjectivity, uncertainty, and inconsistency present in human feedback. The combination
of RLLF with the LogiLaw dataset thus contributes to a more efficient and reliable train-
ing process, resulting in LLMs with improved logical reasoning capabilities in critical
domains like law.
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Figure 2. Architecture with feedback signals from both the Prolog Engine and Gold Evaluation used to im-
prove the LLM, represented by dashed lines

5. Experiments and Results

To demonstrate the value of the LogiLaw dataset, we first need to evaluate the current
performance of state-of-the-art models like GPT-4 on the COLIEE dataset using Prolog
code. If GPT-4 could accurately answer each question in the COLIEE dataset using Pro-
log code, it would suggest no room for further optimization. However, our experimental
results indicate otherwise.

We evaluate GPT-4’s performance by generating Prolog code for the legal questions
in the COLIEE dataset and running this code through a Prolog engine. The engine output
allows us to determine whether the model provided correct answers or not.

Figure 3. Percentage of correct, incorrect, and error outcomes across different years

Analysis of the plots in Figures 3 and 4 shows the following trends:

• The percentage of correct outcomes varies significantly in different years, ranging
from as low as 13.9% (H18) to as high as 40.5% (H26).

• Incorrect outcomes have a somewhat stable distribution, fluctuating between
22.2% (H18) and 32.9% (H30), with minor exceptions.

• Error outcomes account for a large portion of the results, with some years having
over 50% of error responses, such as H18 (61.1%) and R01 (48.6%).

• In terms of raw counts, R03 had the highest number of correct outcomes (34),
followed by R01 (30) and H26 (26).
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Figure 4. Raw counts of correct, incorrect, and error outcomes across different years

These results indicate substantial room for improving GPT-4’s logical reasoning
abilities in the legal domain. The correct outcome percentages suggest that GPT-4 is
unable to accurately answer many questions in the COLIEE dataset, and a significant
number of errors occur when interpreting Prolog code.

Utilizing the LogiLaw dataset for further research and model training provides an
opportunity to fine-tune LLMs and enhance their logical reasoning capabilities in the
legal domain. By leveraging the insights gained from these experiments, researchers can
work towards addressing the weaknesses in state-of-the-art models like GPT-4 and de-
velop more accurate and reliable reasoning systems in critical disciplines like law.

6. Discussion and Future Work

The results of our experiments on GPT-4 using the COLIEE dataset highlight the limita-
tions of state-of-the-art models in logical reasoning in the legal domain. By proposing an
improved evaluation method and introducing the LogiLaw dataset, we offer a promising
direction for future research aimed at enhancing logical reasoning capabilities in LLMs.

Future work could focus on expanding the LogiLaw dataset to cover a broader range
of legal questions and scenarios, thereby strengthening the models’ exposure to differ-
ent legal reasoning challenges. Additionally, investigating novel reinforcement learning
techniques, such as Reinforcement Learning from Logical Feedback (RLLF), presents
an opportunity to develop more effective training methods that prioritize logical insights
over human feedback, reducing subjectivity and promoting accuracy. Also, logical feed-
back can be applied for requirement checking, including checking formal requirements
by verifying with reasoning engines with requirements expressed as logical constraints,
or non-formal requirements by interacting with humans as debugging-like dialogues.

With the Prolog code part, the LogiLaw dataset reveals several reasons that make
GPT-4 produce incorrect answers, mostly involving lack of background knowledge. An-
other promising direction involves the integration of knowledge graphs and other ex-
ternal sources of structured information into the legal reasoning process. This approach
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could enable LLMs to leverage a rich and diverse set of relationships and dependencies
to further enhance their ability to reason about complex legal matters.

Finally, research on incorporating fairness, accountability, transparency, and ex-
plainability (FATE) principles into LLMs is crucial to foster trust and ensure responsi-
ble AI applications in legal settings. Future work in this direction will contribute to the
broader deployment of AI-based legal reasoning systems in critical, real-world scenarios.

7. Conclusions

In conclusion, our work addresses the limitations in the logical reasoning capabilities
of LLMs by proposing an improved evaluation method and introducing the LogiLaw
dataset. By leveraging these resources, we aim to support research and development
efforts for more accurate and reliable LLMs in the legal domain and other logic-intensive
fields. Our study serves as a foundation for future work in advancing the performance of
LLMs and promoting responsible AI applications in critical areas such as law.
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